
 

= material liberated from: 

David Blei’s  topic modelling resources 

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~blei/topicmodeling.html 

and maybe others 

Osama Khalifa, David Corne, Mike Chantler, Fraser Halley 

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~blei/topicmodeling.html


Q: how can I understand 1,000,000 
documents without reading them?  

 



A topic is a probability distribution 
over words 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A document (e.g. an EPSRC project 
summary) is a probability distribution 

over topics 
 



TFIDF / Bag of Words / etc 

Document is a  
single point in  
doc space 



TFIDF / Bag of Words / etc 

Document is a  
single point in  
doc space 

Topic Modelling 
Document is a  
vector of points  
In small num of  
meaningful spaces 



a topic model 
Is a model of:     a document corpus 

 

It has a COLLECTION T of TOPICS 

Each TOPIC is a distribution over WORDS 

For each DOCUMENT Di  there is a  

               distribution over TOPICS  (usually sparse) 

 

 

    



a topic model 
Is a model of:     a document corpus 

 

It has a COLLECTION T of TOPICS 

Each TOPIC is a distribution over WORDS 

For each DOCUMENT Di  there is a  

               distribution over TOPICS  (usually sparse) 

And to do the maths: 

For each WORD in a document,  

             there is a TOPIC assignment        



Some of the 600 ICT topics 
www.researchperspectives.org/  

 

http://www.researchperspectives.org/


topic models helps us discover structure 

 





The maths:    
inferring a TM from a document corpus 

 



A Generative model for writing a 
document 

  

 



A Generative model for writing a 
document 

To generate a document: 
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A Generative model for writing a 
document 

To generate a document: 

      SAMPLE from a distribution DT over the topics T 

       

      Repeat until document is written: 

               SAMPLE a topic z from DT 

                      SAMPLE a word w from z 

 

Perhaps only valid for Shakespearean monkeys, but: 



 



Joint  probability of  the topics and DT s 

... basically gives likelihood of a given TM 
of your corpus  



Joint  probability of  the topics and DT s 

... basically gives likelihood of a given TM 
of your corpus  

Do some mathematical jiggery-pokery 
(conjugate your priors, etc...), and ... 



LDA  / 
Gibbs  sampling 
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[z1, z2, z3, z4, ..., zn-1, zn] 

Represent your corpus as a huge  
vector  of topic assignments 

Run MCMC to find an assignment  
that maximises the likelihood 



 

LDA/Gibbs sampling is  

                 popular, standard, faourite 

Plenty else going on in the line of more 
sophisticated models  (dynamic topics, 
topic hierarchies, correlated TMs, etc ..) 

... all with their associated 
Bayesian/statistical  inference  schemes 
full of questionable  assumptions and 
simplifications 



EVALUATING TMs 



Perplexity of a test corpus Dtest 

Does the test corpus tend to  
use words that have high  
probabilities within M? 
 



Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)  

Do  documents in the test  
corpus tend to  use words  
from same topic within a  
document ? 
 



Coverage 

Does the TM ‘cover’ the majority  
of words in most documents ? 



LDA  vs   MOEA-TM 
 



 



(an important aside) 

  The ML/AI topic modelling 
community seem to be focussed 
on scale 

        bigger and bigger corpuses, 

        clever tricks to infer TMs fast, 

                    



(an important aside) 

    We are focussed on quality 
        reasonably sized corpuses  
        TMs that are coherent, and 
        make sense;  and who cares if  
        it takes a few hours to run? 
        
                    



LDA  vs   MOEA-TM 
‘Standalone MOEA-TM’ 

     Evolves TMs using  2 objectives:   

      coverage  and  PMI 

      uses small no. of words per topic 

LDA-initialized MOEA-TM 

       coverage,  PMI,  and perplexity 

       compare with LDA run for equivalent t 



 



http://mallet.cs.umass.edu 



 



 



2D 

3D 



Perspectives fuelled by topics 

• Data driven semantic structure:  across all of 
RCUK, within a small area, etc ... 

• Topic driven plots:  what projects involve 
topics X and Y (and Z)? What do the ‘holes 
mean? 

• Person / topic mappings 

• Topic evolution over time? 

• What are the US / EU / Japan doing that UK 
isn’t / and vice versa ? 

 



MO is better at TM than LDA 

 

    but, faster would be nice 

    currently we are using many more 

    topics, and optimizing  PMI, using 

    fast (sampled) approximations 

 



 formal 
verification 

proof 
algorithms 

hardware 

language 



600 topics model / ICT grants only / predictions of 
future funded topic interaction based on Adamic/Adar 

scores for currently unconnected topics 

Highest rated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
     
data analytics in personal / entertainment / ubiquitous computing? 

 



600 topics model / ICT grants only / predictions of 
future funded topic interaction based on Adamic/Adar 

scores for currently unconnected topics 

5th  Highest rated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
     
Complex systems research in the semiconductor/optoelectronics 

systems ? 

 



stop now 

 


